Let (A + i) u = 0 in 9 c KY', au/dN = 0 on 39. How do the eigenvalues li behave when 9 shrinks to a domain A c R d-'? The answer depends not only on A but on the way 69 shrinks to A. The limit of I, is found. Examples are given.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider the problem V2u + Au = 0 in 9 c R2, au/aiv = 0 on r.
(1)
Here 9 = 9(~) is a bounded domain with a piecewise smooth boundary r, N is the unit outer normal to f, A is the Laplacian. Let us assume that the equation of r is of the form Y =&f(x), a < x 6 6, y > 0, = q?(X),
where E > 0 is a parameter, f and g are piecewise smooth functions. If f(a) > 0, g(a) < 0 then the segment x = a, g(u) d y <f(a) belongs to I', and the same holds for x = b. Let lj(.s) be the eigenvalues of (1) O=i,<L,(&)<~*(&)~ . . . .
PROBLEM. How do Jj(s) behave when E -+ O?
The limit of 9(s) is the segment A: ad x G 6, $QE) c R2, A c R'. The same problem can be formulated for C@(E) c Rd, A c Rdpld> 2. One can also consider a general second order selfadjoint elliptic operator 9 instead of A. From the results of this paper it follows that lim A,(E) = Aj, EXAMPLES. 1. Let 9(s) be a rectangle: g=O, f= 1. Then IZnlnZ= rc2(n:/(6 -a)* + ns/s2). Therefore &,,,JE) jE _ oc co if n2 # 0 3 1, 0 E '1:) = (n*/(b -a)') $ does not depend on E, lim, _ 0 A,(E) = n2n2/(6 i a)' = I,, where the set (A,} is the spectrum of the limit problem in A:
u" + Au = 0, a 6 x 6 b, u'(u) = u'( 6) = 0.
2. Let f = E ,/z, g = -f, r is the ellipse x2 + y*/.s* = 1. By separation of variables one can find A,(E) and check that lim,,, Aj(s) # n*n*/(b -u)~. G ... as E -P 0 depend on f and g. In Section II it will be explained how to calculate these limits. Note that for the Dirichlet boundary condition and for the third boundary condition au/aN + hu 1 r = 0, h > 0, the limits lim, _ 0 S(E) = 00.
II. CALCULATION OF THE LIMIT SPECTRA
1. The starting point is the variational definition of Aj(s) as the consecutive minima of the ratio OnehasS~~lu12dy=&(f-g)lu2(x,5)l,&g<5<&f, t-+Owhens+O.Since aqaN-+ aMlay as E +O (because N,= --cf'/Jm+O as E-O), one passes to the limit E + 0 in (4) and obtains ,=bWW g(x)) bl*=f: h Iu'l*dx
where
The spectrum corresponding to the variational problem (5) is the spectrum of the problem
The boundary conditions (8) 
Here aA is the boundary of A, v is the unit outer normal to ad, Vu = C;,,j (&1,/8x,) ej, ej are the unit vectors of the orthonormal Cartesian basis in Rd-' div a = C,":{ (as/ax,). If h # 0 on ad, then (11) is the Neumann boundaiy condition on aA. If h =0 on ad, then the problem (10) is degenerate near ad.
EXAMPLES 4. In Example 2 one has h = 2 Js. The problem (7)- (8) is of the form (Jis II')' + E" Ji-7 v = 0, -1dxd1,
If4-+1)l <a.
One can write (12) Since h = 0 on aA one requires that v be bounded near aA.
III. ADDITIONAL REMARKS
1. If h(p) vanishes at the boundary aA one has a selfadjoint but not uniformly elliptic operator div(h(p) Vu) = h Au + (Vh, Vu). Let us prove that the spectrum of the ratio Id h lVv12 dp/jd h lv12 dp is still discrete regardless of the rate at which h(p) goes to zero when p approaches ad. It is sufficient to prove that the embedding operator i: H, + H, is compact, where H, = H,(A) (H,) is the Hilbertspace of functions defined on A with the inner product (u, u)r = j,, (h Vu Vu + hui?) dp ((u, u)~ = fd hu5 dp). Let A' c A be any strictly inner subdomain of A, infpeA. h(p) > 0. It is well known that the embedding H,(A) + H,(A') is compact. One proves that i: H,(A) + H,(A) is compact if the estimate j h (v12dp<& j h{lu'12+ Ivl'} dp 6
A holds for any E > 0, where 6 is a sufficiently thin strip near aA, e.g., 6 = {p: p(p, ad)} <q, q > 0, is a sufficiently small number, and p(p, ad) is the distance between p and ad. But the above estimate is obvious since Jd h lu[' dp < cc. Note that the degeneracy of h at aA could lead to a continuous spectrum of the ratio Jd h IVu12 dp. (Jd lu12 dp)-' if h goes to zero fast enough as p -+ ad.
2. Let us show that
where Aj(E)(jli) are the consecutive minima of the ratio (4) ( (5)). From the argument after formula (4) one derives that
where J is defined in (5). Therefore the equality [Vulmax I~(x) .E<c,E, u since max 1~1 + ma%lVul 6 const if 1~1 Hu 6 1. Similarly one estimates the terms with the derivatives Vu(x, 5) -Vu(x, 0).
3. It is clear from our argument that the eigenvalues of the problem V2u + AU = 0 in Go, au/m+ hu = 0 on f(E) (
go to infinity as E -+ 0 provided for instance that h is a continuous function on r, h f 0. Indeed, the ratio corresponding to problem (19) is of the form 409:1081-R
As E --+ 0, the denominator in (20) is of order E while the term jrcEj h 1~1~ ds is of order 0( 1). Thus, the ratio (20) is unbounded as E -+ 0.
